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Disclosure Statement 

• Ben Kramer-Miller is a paid contributor of Frontier Consulting Ltd. The general 
information we publish is based upon sources we believe to be trustworthy. However, you 
should always conduct your own due diligence on any company when considering 
whether or not to make an investment. Claims of past performance are no guarantee of 
future performance. Apart from the general information we publish about our featured 
companies, we may sometimes provide our own opinions about the industries and 
markets our featured companies do business. We also recommend, as a general rule, that 
before investing in any security you consult with a professional financial planner or 
advisor, and you should conduct a complete and independent investigation before 
investing in any security after prudent consideration of all pertinent risks. Our featured 
companies compensate us for our publication services
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• Ben Kramer-Miller: Can you provide a brief overview of Mammoth 
Resources?

• Tom Atkins: Mammoth Resource is a TSX-V listed, publicly traded, precious 
metal exploration and development company. Its singular project is its 
gold-silver discovery at its Tenoriba project located in Sierra Madre region 
of northern Mexico where numerous precious metal mines have been 
discovered and have been producing since colonial times. Following 
discovery of gold in 2008 from surface work and the first drilling ever 
conducted on the property, company geologists have, over the past 4 
years, increased the footprint of mineralization at Tenoriba to 
approximately 15 sq kilometres (3,800 acres), or almost 3,000 football 
fields with some outstanding samples, including one grading as high as 74 
grams gold/tonne. The company is now preparing to drill several targets 
based on the extensive surface work performed with drilling slated to begin 
in the near future.
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BK: What is your share structure, valuation, working capital, institutional/insider ownership...etc.?

TA: The company has 20.8 million shares outstanding and another 5.2 million warrants and options 
which if exercised would bring $1.6 million into the company. Mammoth has traded over the past 12 
months as high as $0.14/share and is currently $0.05 to $0.06/share giving it a $1.1 to $1.2 million 
market value (this compares to $3.0 million spent on the project to date). Shares are held by one 
institutional investor holding 10% of the company while management, including the President and 
CEO and VP Exploration each own approximately 7% of the company and another 6 retail and 
institutional investors own approximately 5% each.
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TA: The team is made up of two principle managers: myself, President and 
CEO and Richard Simpson, VP Exploration. I am a geologist and graduate 
MBA. I have almost 30 years experience in the mineral resource business, 
including approximately 5 years experience in the field as a geologist working 
throughout the Americas, 8 years experience as a corporate and investment 
banker where I underwrote over $1.0 billion in equity and project financings 
and advised on various acquisitions and business mergers and 7 years 
experience as a senior executive with a couple of large cap companies plus I 
was the President and CEO of Crowflight Minerals and Castlegold. At 
Crowflight I led the financing and exploration of an extensive regional area in 
the Thompson Nickel Belt and the financing and development of an 
underground nickel mine. During my almost three years at Crowflight the 
company's value increased from $18 to $350 million. I was also President and 
CEO of Castle Gold and during my almost two years at Castle I led the 
development and expansion of the El Castillo Mine in Mexico which began at 
15,000 ounces annual production and increased to 35,000 ounces annual 
production moving to 75,000 ounces plus a 50% increase in the gold resource 
before the company was purchased by Argonaut Gold in an all cash 
acquisition. When I took the executive role at Castle Gold the company was 
under a cease trade order because of its inability to file its quarterly financials 
following the earlier resignation of the CFO, the company had no business 
plan nor budget. When I began at Castle the company was valued at $30 
million and was taken over by Argonaut less than two years later for $120 
million, even before the takeover Castle was the top performer among all TSX 
listed gold companies. (Con’t)

BK: Can you provide an overview of your 
management team? What are their talents 
and past accomplishments?
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Richard Simpson is a well seasoned exploration geologist with more than 20 years exploration experience much of it in Mexico working for 
Cambior. Simpson is married to a Mexican woman and lives in Mexico, speaks fluent Spanish, French and English and has a combination of early 
stage exploration through to advanced mine development stage experience as a geologist and his years working in Mexico gives him numerous 
contacts and capabilities exploring in Mexico.

BK: Can you provide an overview of the Tenoriba
Project? Where is it? What sort of system do you 
think it is? What work has been done on it in the past 
(dollar amount and description)? What work do you 
plan on doing in the near term? What (familiar) 
projects does Tenoriba resemble?
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TA: Tenoriba consists of approximately 4,200 hectares (42 sq km) located in the Sierra Madre of southwestern Chihuahua State, 
Mexico. The project is accessible by road from all directions and there is also a small fixed wing landing strip within 30 minutes of 
the project area with daily flights, a small village exists near the landing strip where all staples can be purchased and vehicles can 
be serviced, a power line runs along the southern border of the property and water flows in canyons along the north and south
borders. Mineralization is typical of a High Sulphidation system, examples nearby of which include Alamos Gold’s Mulatos project 
hosting near 5 million ounces of gold and Goldcorp’s El Sauzel project which hosted almost 3 million ounces of gold. The project 
has had US$3 million spent on surface exploration and an initial 15 hole diamond drill program. Surface work includes over 3,000
soil geochemical and rock chip samples, approximately 200 metres of channel sampling, a geophysics survey, PIMA geochemical 
sampling and some initial metallurgical work. 10 of the initial 15 holes drilled on the project reported potentially economical gold 
intersections over potentially economical mining widths. Much of the surface work has was performed to assist in targeting 
additional drilling testing areas in this large footprint of mineralization to begin building a precious metal resource on the project. 
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BK: Can you provide a description of High 
Sulfidation systems and tell us what makes 
them so attractive?

Source: http://www.mammothresources.ca/i/pdf/Mammoth-
Corporate-Presentation.pdf
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TA: Probably the most attractive feature of a High Sulphidation system is 
that those that advance to development tend to be large, hosting millions of 
ounces of gold, often with silver, as is evidenced at Mulatos and El Sauzal
near Tenoriba in the Sierra Madre belt. The reason they’re so large is they’re 
formed from highly acidic hydrothermal fluids that are ejected from a 
deeper source magmatic intrusive into the upper crust along favourable
areas of weakness such as fractures and faults and the high temperature 
and acidic fluids replace, or essentially eat and migrate through these 
favourable porous lithologies (rocks) depositing gold, and to a lesser extent 
silver, not just in and along the fractures and faults, but replacing these 
favourable lithologies leading to a much larger alteration footprint which 
can lead to large deposits. The alteration of these rocks by the acidic fluids 
leave some features common to High Sulphidation systems such as vuggy
silica (acidic boiling/frothing of original rock), and various hydrothermally 
altered clay minerals such as alunite, pyrophillite and dickite as replacement 
of various feldspar minerals in the initial host rocks. Vuggy silica, 
pyrophillite, dickite and occasionally alunite are commonly observed at 
Tenoriba with gold and silver. Mammoth has collected hundreds of samples 
over the large 15 sq km area of mineralization at Tenoriba grading in excess 
of 0.3 grams/tonne gold equivalent (silver is converted to gold at a 75:1 
ratio to get gold equivalent) with the highest grade sample collected 
assaying 74 grams/tonne gold equivalent with the highest grade drill 
intersection grading 45.9 grams/tonne gold over 1.9 metres. The company 
recently concluded a channel sampling program collecting potentially 
economical values of precious metals from 14 continuous channels from 6 to 
16 metres in length distributed from one end to the other of the 15 square 
kilometre area of mineralization 9



BK: A lot of investors are concerned that Mexico is a risky 
place to invest. Can you discuss this (e.g. some of the 
common problems we've seen re: cartels, taxation, labor 
issues) and which issues you feel most impact Mammoth 
Resources? Can you tell us what is advantageous about 
operating in Mexico, Chihuahua...etc.?

TA: Mexico unfortunately has a relatively high crime rate with much of the crime related to poverty and the drug trade. Cartel crime seems to have 
somewhat of a pulse to it whereby there are periods of relative calm, law enforcement officials then eradicate a cartel or cartel leader and 
following the instability left behind another leader, or leaders emerge and look to expand or carve-out their territory and heightened violence 
ensues. Fortunately for Mammoth we have very good relations in and around the area of our project. Many of those local to the area, whom we 
employ to assist our exploration activities and who are  or come from families of subsistence farmers in scattered remote communities or farms, 
are aware of cartel activities via their own observations or conversations with families and friends. We’re in constant communication with these 
people and take various precautions such as driving in well marked vehicles, never drive at night and, as we should, we always endeavor to 
preserve our relationships in the area by simply treating locals fairly and with respect and so with good fortune we’ve not found ourselves in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. It should be mentioned however that on occasion we have taken different routes in and out of the project area 
because we’ve heard of unrest in a particular area. I don’t know if it’s fair to make comparisons to what are known as more violence prone 
neighborhoods in many urban centers in many countries, but I think many people don’t generally need to visit these areas and similarly for 
Mammoth employing locals from the area with whom we consult with regularly and who keep us apprised of any cause for concern, we then take 
the necessary precautions to do what we can to guarantee safety. The advantageous side of working in Mexico is that it is likely a country unlike 
few others where mining is such a foundation to its historical and current economic prosperity and in that sense many advantages arise such as 
familiarity and access to resources needed to advance exploration and mine development in a culture and with a government that recognizes the 
benefits mining brings to enhanced economic prosperity.
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BK: What are your near-term goals and how do you plan on achieving them? Can you provide a near-term budget and 
timeline?

TA: We’re very excited to be at the cusp of commencing a diamond drill program testing areas outside of anything 
previously drill tested at Tenoriba and which, if successful, we believe could see investor perception regarding the value 
of Tenoriba and the company sky rocket. I think few people know of Tenoriba and Mammoth as pretty much every cent 
raised by the company has been raised by the CEO, however there are also several knowledgeable investors in the 
company such as US Global who is invested and supporting Mammoth through some of the more challenging periods 
over the past 3 to 5 years.  Exploration is the area offering the greatest leverage to value creation in the mineral 
resource industry and nothing in the industry has more value enhancing potential than success drilling as drilling 
demonstrates the third dimension to extrapolate to the subsurface whatever has been identified on surface. Mammoth 
is, at this very moment, planning our drill hole locations based on the successful channel sampling program conducted 
earlier this year together with all the other surface work completed over the past several years. The project is fully 
permitted for drilling and we expect shortly to raise the funds to begin the program. We’re planning a 15 hole program 
of approximately 2,500 metres, however as share prices are currently a little depressed we may reduce this program 
by half and, as a result, only need to raise about C$300,000 to do so taking into account that we also have a 
commitment from a Mexican drill contractor, led by a geologist who is so attracted to the project and its potential, 
such that the contractor is willing to take up to 60% of its costs in Mammoth shares. We expect an announcement 
shortly to finance this program and expect it to be fully subscribed very quickly from individuals that have shown prior 
interest in previous financings but were unable to get sufficient stock at that time.
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BK: Thank you!


